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RUSSIAN FEDERATION 

______________ 

 

MINISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

 

Moscow, November 6, 2015 

 

Mr. Stephen D. Goose, 

Executive Director, 

Arms Division, 

Human Rights Watch 

 

Washington, D.C. 

 

 

Dear Mr. Goose, 

 

Thank you for your letter of October 1, 2015, regarding Protocol III on incendiary weapons to 

the Inhumane Weapons Convention (IWC). 

 

Russia is well aware of your organization’s active work. It plays an important practical role in 

protecting human rights in armed conflicts. 

 

Russian Federation is committed to the noble goal of reducing humanitarian hazards related to 

the use of various types of conventional weapons. We greatly respect the efforts of states, 

international organizations and non-government entities aimed at minimizing humanitarian 

hazards of wars and armed conflicts, especially in situations of mass violations of the 

international humanitarian law (IHL) principles and provisions. 

 

IWC and its five Protocols play a special role in protecting civilians and combatants from the 

indiscriminate use of weapons. As you may know, Russia has actively participated in drafting 

both the framework Convention itself and all of its Protocols, has acceded to them and has been 

complying with their provisions in good faith. 

 

We do agree that Protocol III is especially important for the protection of civilian life and well-

being as the incendiary weapons handling requires special care and precaution. 

 

We understand the concerns expressed in your letter. Unfortunately, recent developments in a 

number of conflict zones, Syria and South-Eastern Ukraine being among them as you have 

rightly noted, have shown that improper use of such weapons as incendiary ones causes 

significant humanitarian damage. 

 

On our part, we have repeatedly stressed that the use by the Kiev authorities’ armed forces of 

white phosphorus munitions against civilians and civilian objects in South-Eastern Ukraine is 



impermissible. In this regard, we highly value the vast amount of work that has been carried out 

by Human Rights Watch researches in the field to identify incidents of this weapons use and 

assess its effects. We look forward to your unbiased reporting on such cases. 

 

However, we believe that such problems can be best resolved, first and foremost, through bona 

fide compliance with the IHL principles and provisions. Weapons can hardly be divided into 

“humane” and “inhumane”. Any weapons and munitions are potentially lethal, therefore of 

importance are enforceable and legally binding agreements that are thoroughly produced and 

internationally approved by consensus under the UN auspices. Complying in good faith with the 

provisions of these agreements as well as with IHL provisions as a whole has proved to be 

capable of significantly reducing humanitarian damage. 

 

As you may be aware, Protocol III to the IWC does not set an absolute prohibition on such 

weapons use, though strictly limiting it based on the need to comply with specific IHL 

provisions. Therefore, we would view its “unsealing” as counterproductive and even potentially 

capable of weakening the IWC regime itself. We believe that it is the proper balance between 

legitimate defense interests of states on the one hand and humanitarian considerations on the 

other hand that the IWC and its Protocols draw their importance from. This very balance has 

placed the IWC uniquely amid the wide array of international arms control instruments. 

Therefore, we would see as unfeasible any attempts to launch any supplementary independent 

initiative within the IWC regarding its Protocol III. As for your other questions, they could be 

addressed by our experts during the November Meeting of the IWC States Parties. 

 

I would like to emphasize that we highly value the constructive relations between the Russian 

delegation and such a respected NGO as Human Rights Watch that has emerged within the IWC 

framework. We look forward to further developing our contacts on issues of mutual interest. 

 

With best wishes, 

 

Signed 

 

S.LAVROV 


